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Shuttle bus 
proposal being 
reconsidered
New parking barricades 
provide flexibility and 
aesthetic appeal
By Jennifer L. Wlgger
News W riter
Over semester break, the 
concrete blocks used to 
m ark reserved parking 
spaces in the GVSU park­
ing lots were replaced with 
blue pole barriers. Why? 
According to Terry G.
Sack, V ice-P residen t of 
Cam pus O perations and 
Planning, the new blue 
barricades were installed for 
two main reasons.
First of all, the blue barri­
cades are easy to take down 
and to put up in the future.
In,addition, the blue bar­
ricades will be easy to take 
down during the spring 
and sum m er term s, when 
reserved parking will be 
temporarily discontinued.
The second reason for 
the installation of blue pole 
barricades is simply that 
they look nicer and more 
p ro fe ss io n a l th a n  the  
form er concrete  b a r r i­
cades.
By Mel Cronenwett
Staff W riter
The proposed shuttle 
bus system to off-cam- 
pus apartm ents is being 
reconsidered due to the 
Am erican D isab ilities 
Act passed in 1990.
The shuttle  buses may 
have to be lift-equipped, 
according to the ADA, in 
order to make them more 
access ib le  to h a n d i­
capped students.
A num ber of 25-pas- 
senger vehicles would 
have to be purchased 
instead of the proposed 
15-passenger vans in 
order to accommodate 
the lift equipment.
Also, instead of s tu ­
dent drivers, a full-time 
staff would have to be 
hired to drive.
Both of these factors 
increase the original pro­
jected costs.
“We have scarce re­
sources and need to de­
cide if the potential ben­
efit ju stifies  the total 
cost," Dean of students 
H. Bart Merkle said. “At 
this point, it would be 
financially difficult to 
Justify the proposal."
The main purpose of 
the shuttle bus would 
be to alleviate the park­
ing problem, so other 
solutions like expanding 
parking lots, may be 
looked at, he added.
Along with the shuttle 
bus system, the adm in­
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istration was hoping to 
expand the handicap bus 
system already on-campus 
to the apartm ents on the 
perim eter of campus.
GVSU now has one bus 
th a t  is  a cce ss ib le  to 
handicapped. If a student 
needs to be picked up, they 
have to make an appoint­
ment for the bus and the 
student will be picked up 
at their residence.
Priority is given to on- 
cam pus s tu d e n ts ; off- 
campus students can be 
picked up if it is possible, 
director of student sup­
p o rt p ro g ram s G inger 
Randall said.
The question is whether 
the bus systems are com­
parable to each other.
A student using the bus 
system can get on a bus at 
any time, while a disabled 
student needs to make an 
a p p o in tm e n t for the  
handicapped bus, Randall 
said.
A lift-equipped bus ve­
hicle would make the bus 
system equally available 
to all students.
University counsel Tom 
Butcher is looking at the 
ADA to see if the legisla­
tion applies to the pro­
posed bus system. Terry 
Sack, a s s is ta n t  VP of 
campus operations, is in­
vestigating costs of a lift- 
equipped vehicle.
The Student Senate pro­
posed the shuttle bus sys­
tem this fall after con­
ducting a phone survey of 
s tu d e n ts  in  th e  local 
apartm ents.
M erkle, B u tcher and 
Sack will be attending the 
S en a te  m eeting  th is  
T hursday in Portside, 
Kirkhof, to d iscuss the 
future of the shuttle bus 
proposal. All students are 
welcome to attend.
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Stories compiled by 
Rebecca Andrews
News Writer
NATIONAL
AIDS is the eleventh 
leading cause of death 
am ong A m ericans, 
according to  a  report 
released by the National 
C en ter for H ealth  
Statistics.
But for those in the 15- 
24 year age group, AIDS 
is  the third leading cause 
of death and as of 1989 
th e  to ta l , num ber of 
deaths due to the disease 
was 141,443.
People in this agegroup 
are the most likely to 
engage in rtslQrsexdespite 
the multitude ofwamlngs 
that bombard themabout 
th e  dangers of
u n p ro tec ted  sex, 
com m ercials a b o u t 
condom s, and the
lecturesonthealtemative 
of abstinence.
And because the HIV 
virus can lie dormant for 
an  average of 10 years
before developing into full- counseling centers outside 
blown AIDS, theyaretheleast the Detroit area indicates
likely to  realize  th e  that the virus arrived in the
consequences of impulsive teen population years ago. 
sex and may spread the  in Grand Rapids, a nurse 
disease withoutthinking they in a  small counseling center
have it. said th a t she h as  given
Several studies show that positive HIV test results to a
am ong te en a g e rs , I9*year old gay male and a
heterosexual transmission 20-year old heterosexual 
a cco u n ts  for a  h ig h er female within the last two 
percentage of HIV infection years.
Thewomanhadfull-blownth a n  in  th e  general 
population.
Job Corps, a  program for 
disadvantaged youths, did 
blood tests on its applicants 
and found that among 16 
and 17-year olds, more girls 
than  boys are HlV-positive- 
the pattern among adults is 
the exact opposite.
“Nowhere in  the epidemic 
are the dynamics changing 
m ore awfully and  
impressively th an  among 
ad o lescen ts ,” sa id  Ju n e  
Osborn, the  head of the 
National Committee on AIDS 
and the dean of the University 
of Michigan School of Public 
Health.
An inform al su rvey  of
AIDS and suggested thatshe 
had been infected with the 
virus many years earlier. 
Both young people seemed 
to be infected through unsafe 
sex.
The traditional double 
standard held that it was 
okay to  have casual sex 
before marriage, for men 
only. Has th a t attitude 
changed?
A recent study of college 
students found tha t both 
men and women consider 
siomeone who has engaged 
in casual sex is acceptable 
as a  dating partner, but less 
so as marriage material.
They agree that in general
men prefer dates who are 
willing to have sex while 
women prefer dates to go 
slower.
Susan Spencer, Ph.D., a  
sociologist at Illinois State 
University in Normal and one 
of the study's authors notes 
that;
“Today, men and women of 
college age do want a partner 
with some sexual experience. 
It’s  a  question now of how 
m uch  and  u n d e r  w h a t 
conditions.
“What they prefer is that 
their dates offuture partners 
were emotionally attached to 
the people they were sexually 
involved with."
WORLD
TheblackroajorityofSouth 
A frica is  becom ing 
increasingly impatient with 
PresidentF.W. de Klerk, who 
indicated on Friday that his 
government will need several 
years to establish democratic 
rule in South Africa.
In  h is  speech , w hich 
opened the 1992 session of 
th e  w hite-dom inated
p a rlia m e n t, de Klerk 
reiteratedhis promise not 
to  im plem ent
constitu tional changes 
u n le ss  th ey  are first 
approved in  a  referendum 
by a  white minority.
Nelson Mandela, who 
heads theAfricanNational 
Congress, saidthatm uch 
a measure would allow “a 
built-in white minority 
veto" of majority rule.
In an  attem pt to bring 
right-wing whites into the 
negotiations with the ANC 
and other black parties, 
de Klerk adm itted his 
willingness to  discuss the 
creation of a  white-only 
homeland.
While he said that the 
negotiations would lead 
to  a  tra n s itio n a l 
government, he refused to 
say when it might be 
installed or how long it 
would rule.
Some of de Klerk’s critics 
believe that his plan may 
delay majority rule for a 
decade and possibly more.
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Student senate to access student life 
fee reserves for major entertainment
If you can't
present a resume 
with ip year's 
experience, at 
least wear a 
graduation ring.
ByMelCmnenwett
S taffW riter
The Student Senate unani­
mously passed a proposal to 
access up to $40,000 of the 
Student Life Fee reserve ac­
count to fundan entertainment 
program to be held on Friday. 
April 3.
Senate voted Sinbad (A Dif­
ferent World) as the first choice 
ofpossible comedians available 
on that date, although he has 
not been 
signed yet 
“T ickets 
are expected 
to cost be- 
tween$3-$5 
for s tu ­
dents," said 
L o r i  
Pfeffer.VP of 
Allocations.
T ic k e ts  
will be of-
4X* tmimln ’rw tfd .N.%
JRfSrOIKTE::
fered to students first and thty 
will be able to buy up to two 
tickets at the discounted price.
Other entertainers that will be 
considered ifSinbad is not signed 
are: Howie Mandel, Louie 
Anderson with Rita Rudner and 
Gallagher, in order of prefer­
ence.
The Senate will only be han­
dling the public relations and 
publicity, so Senate public rela­
tions will appoint a special com­
mittee to sign the entertainers 
and research the costs of run­
ning the event
Sinbad contracts out for 
$17,500 and another comedian 
may be contracted as an open­
ing act
The appointed committee will 
decide how the rest of the funds 
will be divided for sound, lights 
and advertising.
UPB advisor MaxGibbard and 
director of student life Bob Stoll 
will also serve as advisors on the 
committee.
The event will be 
funded by the re­
serves of the Stu­
dent Life Fee.
A percentage of 
the Student Life
Fee is placed into a reserve 
account and the account may 
be accessed for major expendi­
tures or improvements. Sena­
tor Scott Paltelky said.
Allocations that student or­
ganizations have not used by 
the end of the year are also 
placed into the account 
N E W S  E D IT O R  N O T E : 
Within the Student Senate 
Column an error was made last 
week that got past both Mel 
and myself.
The NAACP is not Just an 
organization for African- 
American athletes. The acro­
nym stands for National Asso­
ciation for the Advancement of 
Colored People.
The Lanthom apologizes for 
any confusion caused by this 
error and the slighting of such 
an important group as the 
NAACP, without which the 
black race would be worse off 
today.
ADDITIONAL NOTE:
The Student Senate Notes 
will no longer appear as a single 
article due to the number of 
issues brought up in meetings. 
Instead, the issues will be 
covered in separate articles.
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Visiting professor from Sarajevo speaks of Balkan crisis
; -  .' m . .   «  . 1   -  in i  1   i i    u . .  inH A ivnH pnrp h v  th p  w n rl
w
Dr. Ivo Soljan
By Jennifer L. Wlgger
News Writer
W hat fo llo w s is an  
interview conducted with Dr. 
Ivo Soyan, visiting professor 
o f English at GVSU.
Dr. Soyan is an associate 
professor o f the University o f 
Sarajevo in the Republic o f 
Bosnia-Herzogovina, in the 
former Yugoslavia.
A Croat bom in 1947 in 
Split, Croatia, Dr. Soyan  
holds a B A . in English and 
a degree in music from the 
University o f Sarqjevo, a  
master’s  degree in English 
fro m  the U niversity o f  
Nottingham, England, and a 
PhD in English.
Dr. Soyan was previously 
at GVSU during the 1989- 
1990 school yea r as a 
professor o f English and a 
Fullbright Research Scholar.
A participant in exchange 
programs betw een GVSU 
and th e  U niversity o f 
Sarctfevo, Dr. Soljan is 
currently teaching
Shakespeare and Classical 
Literature, a s w ell a s  
er\joying the M ichigan 
climate.
JW: What Is currently 
occurring In the former 
Yugoslavia?
Dr. Soljan: A country 
which was together for fifty 
years, and for twenty years 
before that as a different kind 
of union, has dissolved.
The Balkans, mothers to 
War, sisters to Injustice, 
n ieces of T reachery , 
godmothers to Chaos... ’-this 
Is howHartshome opens his 
1981 thriller Whisper of
Treason-
The Balkans have always 
been a  slippery ground, 
subject to violent changes 
and a  victim to numerous 
Imperial appetites.
In many respects, It Is no 
d ifferen t today. A 
conglom erate of m any 
nations, oftenglued together 
by conquerors, naive world 
peace prom ulgators and 
v isionaries, they  have 
witnessed many an unhappy 
political marriage.
One of them  has ju s t  
formally ended In a  much 
anticipated divorce.
JW: Why has the former 
Yugoslavia fallen apart?
Dr. Soljan: The root of the 
problem In the Balkans Is 
thefact that the Serbs, which 
are less than 50% of the 
Balkan population, lack 
political realism.
They are not willing to 
compromise. Instead of 
accepting the Croatian and 
Slovenian offer to reorganize 
the coun try  and  to  
redistribute the power and 
w ealth  concen tra ted  In 
Serbian hands, the Serbian 
communist ruler Milosevic 
and the army answered with 
a war on Slovenia and then 
on Croatia.
JW:How long have 
tensions existed In the 
former Yugoslavia?
Dr. SoljanrTenslons have 
existed since 1918, when 
Yugoslavia was created at a 
Versailles round table.
The problem was tha t 
despite a  lot of enthusiasm 
and idealism, especlalty on 
the Croatian side, the new
geopolitical creation saw an 
Imm ediate explosion of 
S erb ian  hegemony and  
colonial attitudes.
In this Initial euphoria of a 
basically Serbian state many 
suffered: Croatlans were 
economically and culturally 
ruined, Mdntenegrins lost 
their kingdom and their 
au tocephalous ch u rch , 
Macedonians were simply 
proclaim ed so u th e rn  
Serbians and even renamed 
to  sound  so, e thn ic  
Albanians In Kosovo were 
treated like animals, much 
as they are treated today, 
B osnian  M uslim s were 
called Turks, with all that 
this term implied for the 
Serbs.
This unfortunate state of 
affairs led naturally to a 
very rap id  end and  
dism em berm ent of 
Yugoslavia a t the beginning 
of World W arn.
Clearly nobody wanted to 
remain In Yugoslavia, and It 
was only owing to a rather 
charismatic figure of the 
geurllla leader Tito, a  Croat 
himself, and a  number of 
o th e r global po litica l 
elements, that Yugoslavia 
emerged from that war a 
unified country again.
But, once again. It was a 
story of Serbian hegemony 
and expansionism, or, very 
simply, of political blindness 
and colonial greed. The 
present outcome has been 
inevitable all along.
JW: What is the Impact of 
the recognition of Croatia 
and Slovenia as independent
countries by the European 
Community and numerous 
other countries?
D r. 8o ljan : The
recognition of Croatia and 
Slovenia has created a  new 
international law. No longer 
lstheBalkan conflict simply 
a civil war, now it has become 
an Imperial war between two 
co u n trie s— Serbia and  
Croatia. Included In this Is 
thefact thatwar reparations, 
war crimes, etc. will have a  
different status than If this 
was a  civil war.
Croatia now Is able to print 
Its own money, making It 
less vulnerable. Before, 
Serbs running the Croatian 
economy ruined it.
It will also be easier for 
Croatia to obtain aims.
The im pact of th is  
recognition Is emotional as 
well as practical. It has 
boosted the moral of Croatia 
while striking a great blow 
at Serbia.
The official recognition of 
C roatian and Slovenian
independence by the world 
Is a significant step for 
democracy.
JW: Is recognition by the 
United States important?
Dr. Soyan: Of course! The 
United States is the world’s 
leading power, as well as the 
supposed  lead e rs  of 
democracy.
For this conflict to end, 
there m ust be enormous 
pressure on Serbia, pressure 
from the United States, from 
the European Community, 
from the United Nations, to 
stop what they are doing.
JW:Now that Croatia and 
Slovenia are Independent 
countries, what is in the 
future for them?
Dr. Soyan: Croatia and 
Slovenia will go their own 
way, to Join the prosperous 
countries of the West. Their 
resources will make this very 
possible.
Like all divorces, this one 
will still cause some pain, 
even clashes along the long 
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VOICES IN THE CROWD..
Can students get help in 
the computer lab?
To the editor 
I am writing about the 
majority of studen t staff 
members In the computer 
lab located In Manltou Hall.
The student workers there 
are the most rude and in­
considerate group of humans 
that I have ever encoun­
tered. I am , a  third year 
student here a t Grand Val­
ley and never have I been so 
upset to see another student 
give a  fellow student such a 
hard time over a  logical ques­
tion.
Time and time again, when 
I have been In the computer 
lab I have seen and even 
experienced this treatment.
Now I am not one to com­
plain, but when I see a  stu­
dent staff member chuck­
ling about another student 
it bothers me greatly.
What really got me was 
the other day as I was walk­
ing out the door of my apart­
ment, a girlfriend stopped 
by and broke out hysteri­
cally.
She said to me that she 
was having a  hard time 
working on her CS 150 
project and that every time 
she asked the staff member 
of the computer lab to help 
herhewould comment with: 
“Maybe you should read 
your text bookmore often or 
pay more attention In class."
I don’t  know how many 
people out there have much 
computer knowledge, but 
isn’t  that what CS 150 Is, a 
basic course on computers?
i ^  b ^ ' t  - « a n  < > f  > t  i  o  n  - 
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I think so. So then most of 
the people in there have little, 
If any, experience with com­
puters.
I know that the student 
staff members tha t work 
there are probably computer 
whizzes, but does that mean 
tha t tbey have to predict that 
everyone who enters the 
doors to that lab are going to 
be as knowledgeable on the 
computers as they are?
Well, being a  friend, I vol­
unteered my time to go down 
there and help her.
Now, If I can volunteer my 
extra curricular activity time 
to help a  friend and you, the 
staff member, who Is getting 
paid for this In the flrstplace, 
can give a  smart ass reply 
like that, come on. that is 
ridiculous!
Well, when we walked Into 
the computer lab I saw the 
Jerky sitting  behind the  
counter, rocked back In his 
chair with his feet up on the 
desk, stuffing his face with 
chips and playing the ever so 
popular computer game of 
Dungeons and Dragons.
That convinced me that 
something was wrong. Is 
this where part of my tuition 
is going? To have some Jerky 
sit behind acounterand play 
D&D?
I know that they may not 
pay you guys top company 
pay down there. Probably 
$4.30 an hour on the aver­
age.
I u n d erstand  th a t the 
amount is not a  hell of a lot 
but it should not reflect the 
way you go about treating 
fellow student.
What I witnessed the other 
day was ridiculous. Now 
come on boys, you sit kicked 
back, feet up, chips every 
where, and D&D Jamming 
on the screen.
You can do better!
Yours Truly,
John Lapham
(The Master Wizard)
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Reader disagrees with pro- 
Democratic stance in "Reality Check"
Dear Editor,
I am writing In response to Rebecca Andrews’“Reality Check"
column In the January 29 Issue of the Lanthan
Perhaps Miss Andrews Is the one who' needs a  reality check
Unfortunately in every election there are people like her that cast 
ballots despite taking all matters into consideration.
No Republican can deity that the United States has domestic 
problems but one must also look at what the Bush administration 
has done beyond our national borders.
Perhaps Miss Andrews can recallwhalourfordgn policy was like
the last time we “enjoyed" a Democratic administration (harken 
back to the Carter years If you will).
Does the Iran hostage crisis ring any bells?
TheBushadminlstrationhassnufFedoutSaddam.freedhostages 
In the Middle East, returned the remains of deceased soldiers from 
the Vietnam conflict andnever have we enjoyedabetterrelationshlp 
with the former “Iron Curtain".
Military cutbacks are even possible now.
Inanutshell, if critics ofGeoige Bush and John Engler spent half 
as much time considering all the issues or looking for Jobs as they 
do bitching and moaning, perhaps our domestic situation might 
be better off.
D.P. Benner
What's C ecil really worth?
Dear Editor,
I'm sorry, when I read today’s Random Rumbler I just had to 
respond. $5.4 million dollars!?
Why?
No one person Is worth that much. Baseball Is a sport. It has 
only one true value and that Is as a form of exercise, and then It 
Is only useful to the people who actually participate In It
We (Americans) have our value system backwards.
We have police and fire departments that are working on half 
capacity.
We have homeless families on the street.
Some of these people have Jobs and still cant afford to put a roof 
over their children’s heads.
I'm not saying that athletes are the only overpaid professionals. 
We have- actors, musicians, CEO's, doctors, lawyers, accountants, 
etc.
What I am saying Is that If we don't take a good look around us 
and actually SEE the world for what It is and begin to try to remedy 
our mistakes, we will continue to shortchange our own people.
We are constantly asking other companies not to do that.
What kind of example are we setting? We could take 10 percent 
of the top players’ salaries In the NBA, NFL, and from Michael 
Jackson and pay off the national debt
If we spent our money wisely we could stop preaching about 
what to do about poverty and do something about It
Sincerely,
Clarissa Love
W elcom e b ack  G V S U  stu d en ts !
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Western Union Agent 
Postal Substation
453-1007
J90 Lake M ichigan Dr. N.W. 
W alker. 1C 49504
Call f o r a  FREE 1992  
student travel catalog!
The more I read the 
papers, the more I decide 
p eo p le ju stw an tto  m ake 
a quick buck.
Do you realize how far 
o u t  th is  c o n c e p t 
reaches?
We all know by now 
th a t m inisters from all 
over the s ta tes  are, can 
we say, REALLY greedy?
They are. J u s t  take a 
look a t Jerry  Falwell, J im  
Bakker, and even Oral 
(love th is name) Roberts.
For the m ost part, they 
rake in a t least millions 
a year!
G uess who’s the la test 
to join the ra t pack? The
least expected, Pope Jo h n  
Paul II.
He's not saying: “Give 
me five million dollars or 
God will kill m e,” b u t he 
m ight as well.
T he Pope re c e n tly  
started  a 900 telephone 
service. He does not give 
s e x u a l ad v ice  lik e  
traditional 900 num bers 
b u t will recite a spiritual 
message instead.
Supposedly the Vatican 
has great debts and they 
felt th is would help to 
allev iate  the  problem . 
Frankly, the Pope sounds 
like all the other “Holy 
hookers.”
For a mere $1.95 per 
m inute, you can call 1- 
900-740-POPE and h ear 
th e  h e a v e n ly  one 
yourself.
If you’d like to hear the 
big guy speak to you in 
Spanish  simply call 1- 
900-786-5252.
No, it’s not limited tb 
Ju st our little country, 
th e  Pope h as  covered 
quite a  b it of territory.
Myself, I would like him 
to design h is own line of 
clothes like BBD recently 
s ta r te d .  How a b o u t 
toiletries like Pope on A 
Rope (aka soap on a  rope)
SUMMER JOBS!
CRISIS, from  p. 3 ----------
Croatian border.
It is hoped that the arrival of the UN Blue Helmets, whose deployment the Serbian army and 
irregulars have been postponing for a long time, will help.
It is very surprising, and perhaps significant, that both the Serbian government and the army 
want them in now!
It should be also remembered that dozens of thousands of Croatian civilians are still being held 
as hostages in Serbian concentration camps in Serbia, and that about six thousand Croatian 
conscripts are still forcibly held in the Yugo-army well beyond their legal term.
Their destiny is largely unknown, but 
it is claimed that most of them have been 
sent to the front line to shoot at their 
fellow-Croatians.
Talk of Machiavellian policies!
JW: Diplomats worry that the ethnic 
m ixture in Bosnia-Herzogovina, 
combined with their geographic location, 
will give rise to a bloodier conflict than 
the Croatian-Serbian conflict. What is in 
the future for Bosnia-Herzogovina?
Dr. Soljan: It is becoming more and 
more clear that Serbia is not capable of 
waging another war.
Many Serbs live in Bosnia-Herzogovina, 
meaning that a war there would directly 
affect their own families. Only a lunatic 
would start a war there.
Unfortunately there are several lunatics 
leading Bosnia-Herzogovina.
These men preach war to the people, 
but have sent their own families away in 
order to protect them. I find this 
disgusting.
Indeed, the situation in Bosnia- 
Herzogovina is very grim.
Its heavily mixed population (45%
Muslim, 31% Serbian, and 18% Croatian) 
combined with a very large (possibly 
200,000) Serbian army personnel and 
their families pulled out of 
Croatia and Slovenia, creates 
a very explosive mix.
The government of Bosnia 
has expressed its clear wish to 
get out ofYugoslavia, although 
the president of Bosnia- 
Herzogovina, Mr. Izetbegovic, 
has a disconcerting habit of 
not saying clearly what he 
wants.
Bosnian independence is 
still hotly debated, especially 
in Serbia, which has some 
very unreasonable claims to 
Bosnia, but it seems that the 
attitude of the European 
Community is that Bosnia 
should eventually go free.
Want a summer job that’s more than money and work 
experience? Want a job where you can make friends and 
enjoy free time fun?
Cedar Point’s 3,500 jobs have what you're looking for: 
good pay, Ihe chance for a substantial bonus, housing 
available (for 18 and older), valuable work experience, a 
recreation program and an entire amusement park and 
beach to en|oy when you're off duty.
Stop by and talk to us about thp opportunities. Cedar 
Point recruiters will be interviewing at:
GRAND VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY 
Monday, February 17, 1992 
10:00 a.m. • 4:00 p.m. 
Kirkhof Center - Upper Level
You don’t need an appointment. If you have questions, 
please give us a call at (419) 627-2245.
AMUSEMENT RARK/RESORTSANDUSKY. OHIO
ATTENTION
Our sincerest 
apologies concerning ‘ 
the $6.00 special in 
last week's DJ's 
advertisement The 
error was the fault of 
The Lanthorn and not 
that of the advertiser.
Free Delivery!
or to w els  w ith  h is  
lik en ess  em bedded in  
them. NOT!!
A lthough some id iot 
would buy them.
Well, after cutting down 
the Pope I’d better go pray 
and do a  few Hail Marys. 
Or better yet, let’s all go 
do a few Hall Spankys?
I know, I know, I’ll go for 
now.
Responses or concerns 
can be mailed to Spanky 
c /o  Lanthorn.
See you next week, take 
care.
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Don't forget 
Valentine's Day...
University Bookstore has 
cards and gifts for the 
occasion.
Enter our Valentine's Day 
Drawing and win...
49 a large stuffed bear 
49 51bs of Hershey Kisses 
49 a cordless telephone
U N I V E R S I T YUBS
B O O K S T O R E
?0ur Hoars: i&V Xv> <&> t j% ! £• & & %
'' l l i n r ^ l y  I V 1 kl h- ( |  i ' l
r  jJ d ty  ^  
Ipa.lG ftfch t
Allendale Centre Plaza
Two regular 
subs witri two 
small pops for
$ £ 0 0
Breadsticks loo! np+m Fttonmy IZ,1S92 UTS'S?
THree 10M pizzas 
witH two items 
and three small 
pops
n o 0djs■  e+mf+wnllisn
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RHA hosts 
state wide 
conference
By Inshirah Peaks
Campus Life Writer
Grand Valley and Aquinas College co­
hosted the Michigan Residence Housing 
Association (MRHA) Jan . 31 & Feb. 1.
MHRAis ayearly state-level conference 
for different colleges and universities in 
Michigan that have the Residence Hous­
ing Association on campus.
Ideals in leadership are exchanged along 
with views on education, culture, diver­
sity, career planning, management, re­
sume writing and other related topics.
Participants also acquire knowledge on 
how other campuses are affected by such 
topics.
The events on Jan.31 included casino 
night, followed by a sleep over in the 
Aquinas fleldhouse. On Feb. 1, the events 
were held at Grand Valley’s Klrkhof Cen­
ter.
Approximately 185 students partici­
pated in the conference held this year, 
including 15 Grand Valley students, 
mostly members of RHA.
The benefits gained by attending MRHA 
are experience, meeting newpeople, learn­
ing how other RHAs function and discov­
ering new ideas for one’s own particular 
organization.
The schools represented at MRHA were; 
Eastern, Western, Central, Michigan 
State. Sienna Heights, Ferris. Baker. 
Saginaw VafleyrNorthwestern and Grand 
Valley.
Counselor’s Corner spotlights career planning
By Virginia Lee Stamler
Counseling Center
Beginning a  new semester 
can be an exciting time, but 
it can also be stressful.
Deciding what classes to 
take can be difficult, espe­
cially for students who are 
unsure of their major or ca­
reer goals.
Career planning involves 
three major steps:
1) Knowing who you are
2) Knowing what's out 
there
3) Knowing how to use #1 
& #2 to develop a  career 
plan. 1
1) Knowing who you are:
When considering a  career 
decision, you could start by 
considering what things in­
terest you.
What classes do you enjoy 
most? What extracurricular 
activities have you found in­
teresting?
It is also important to con­
sider what you value. For 
example, do you value a Job 
which enables you to help 
others, to be challenged, or 
to be creative? Is it impor­
tant to you to have variety in 
your work? Do you enjoy a 
faster pace or a  slower level 
of activity in a work setting? 
Examining your work val­
ues can help you get abetter 
sense of what sort of occu­
pation you might enjoy.
Another Important area to 
consider when making a  ca­
reer decision involves skills. 
What skills do you find sat­
isfying? Finally, the last area 
of knowing who you are in­
volves looking at your over­
all personality and determin­
ing what occupations would 
best fit who you are.
2) Knowing what's oat 
there involves researching 
various career objectives.
It's important to gather in­
formation. You could spend 
a lot of time in this occupa­
tion, so it involves thorough 
research.
Will thejob provide the psy­
chological satisfaction you 
want? Will you be able to deal 
with the challenges and re­
sponsibilities of thejob? What 
is thejob outlook for this type 
of work? Will the pay and 
fringe benefits enable you to 
live as you would like? Will 
there be a market in the fu­
ture? What kind of education 
will it require?
Information of this type can 
be gathered from a number 
of sources.
The career library at the 
Counseling Center has a 
number of books with infor­
mation. Career Fairs spon­
sored by the Office of Coop­
erative Education and Place­
ment offer a tremendous op­
portunity to discuss occupa­
tions with a variety of indi­
viduals. Interviewing indi­
viduals who are currently in 
the field is another way to
gather information about a 
career.
3) Using this information 
to  make an inform ed  
choice.
Once you have done some 
self-assessment and are 
aware of what’s out there, 
you will need to make some 
decisions. This involves look­
ing at who you are, looking 
at various career options and 
making a career decision. It 
is important to view career 
decisions as tentative. Deci­
sions should be subject to 
change as new information 
becomes available.
You should  begin by 
choosing one of your alter­
natives, gaining some expe­
rience in this alternative and 
then evaluating the decision.
Taking classes in the area 
can give you a sense of 
whether or not you enjoy 
the field. Summer and part- 
time jobs can help you gain 
work experience and learn
more about your work pref­
erences.
Volunteer activities are 
another excellent way to gain 
work experience related to 
your career goal and to gather 
information about a particu­
lar field.
Once you've obtained some 
experience in the field, evalu­
ate your decision. Is this a 
career which suits you? If 
not, choose one of your al­
ternative fields and repeat 
the process.
Make an appointment with 
a counselor at the Counsel­
ing Center, 152 Commons.
Assessment inventories 
are available that help you 
discover your interests and 
how they compare to people 
in various occupations. A  
counselor can also help you 
examine what skills you find 
satisfying and how they re­
late to occupations.
Call Career Planning and 
Counseling at 895-3266.
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Pizza Hut invades
Kleiner
by Erica Beck
Campus Life Writer
Kleiner Commons began 
offering Pizza Hut Personal 
Pan pizzas at the beginning 
of Winter term.
“It’s [the pizzas) brought 
In a  lot of business to 
Kleiner." says m anager 
Butch Rouwhorst. Three 
kinds of pizza are available 
so far: cheese, pepperoni, 
and supreme.
Kleiner does not deliver 
the Personal Pan Pizzas, 
and they don’t accept Pizza 
Hut coupons. But with a 
single Item plzzajust $1.99 
and a supreme for $2.49, 
who needs coupons?
Employees from Pizza Hut 
came In and trained the 
Kleiner staff. Each pizza 
has the same amount of
By Audi* Lousias
Campus Life Editor
Omicron Delta Kappa Is 
sponsoring a discussion 
about the option of abortion 
in genetic counseling on Fri­
day, Feb. 7, at noon in the 
lower level of the Klrkhof 
Center.
Dr. David Peterson, 
Johnine Callahan, Ph.D, and 
Carl Bajema, Ph.D, will be 
among members of the panel.
This discussion is part of 
the ongoing first Friday open
Ingredients and they are 
made fresh following the 
same guidelines that are at 
Pizza Hut.
The staff has been trying 
hard to keep up with the 
orders during rush hours. 
Fortunately for business, 
perhaps not the staff, Pizza 
Hut breadsticks and other 
products will soon be at 
Kleiner.
Specials such  as the  
popular pepperoni and 
cheese lovers are coming 
soon.
And while you’re there, 
sign up for February’s give­
away— a JVC boombox.
Because they are now 
selling Pizza Hut pizzas, 
Kleiner Is no longer offering 
the Itza Pizza line.
Itza Pizza Is now located 
at the Dell In the Commons. 
It Is now hand tossed and 
they have purchased their 
own car for deliveries.
In March, a  forum on cam­
pus racism will be co-spon­
sored by the Black Student 
Union.
Anyone who has experi­
enced racism  on Grand 
Valley’s campus is urged to 
bring testimony to the fo­
rum. The date Is to be an­
nounced.
A forum titled “Abolish the 
Greek System" is slated for 
some time in April.
By Audra Lousias
Campus Life Editor
I’m nearing graduation. 
I've spent quite a few brain 
cells, hours and dollars on 
G rand Valley S ta te  
University, but I’m ready to 
leave school In the pursuit 
of who-knows-what.
I hadn’t  really thought 
about It much, until I went 
home for Christmas break.
Yea, I have been doing 
some resum es and 
research ing  various 
companies and graduate 
schools, but I wasn’t  realty 
preparing for a  major life 
change.
I knew it was coming, but 
like Scarlet O’Hara, I was 
putting it off until tomorrow.
In June, the love of my life 
put a  beautiful diamond on 
my ring finger. I started 
collecting those big, clunky 
bridal magazines, flipping 
through the zillion pages of 
w edding gowns, ch ina  
patterns and birth control 
options.
We reserved a  hall, a 
church, chose our colors and 
took the marriage test.
Because my priest, the 
infamous Ronald Green, 
stabbed  him self in the 
ch u rch  the  day a fte r 
Christmas, I still don’t  know 
the results. Yet, I digress.
At home during  the 
holidays, my mother and I 
were Just getting along, as 
much as we had to. After 
four years of college. I was 
used to making my own 
decisions, having my own 
thoughts, playing loner if I
chose to. We argued about 
every little wedding detail. 
She seem ed so overly 
sensitive.
Then I thought about my 
Mom.
How she ra ised  two 
hellions on her own after 
her husband died of a  lousy 
disease. I remembered all 
the times we had argued 
and in the end she was 
always right. Her advice 
was usually the best option.
I looked at her face. It was 
becoming weathered. Anew 
line here and there and a  
little bubble forming at her 
chin. Yet, she still looks 
pretty at night and great In a 
navy suit.
Even though I’ll be married 
In October, have a job and a 
home, I still feel like a  child
when I’m around my Mom. 
Sure the marriage thing is 
scary, but ltfeels so natural. 
What feels weird Is leaving 
home, and my Mom.
Ill have to move every 
stu ffed  an im al, every 
summer swimming award 
from the early 80s, every 
ceramic collectible.
I’ll have to say good bye.
I love my Mom and owe 
many of my successes to 
her. I am proud of her 
survival techniques, her 
personal drive and her 
strong character.
This lifestyle change will 
be the hardest thing I’ll ever 
have to do. I will ju s t have 
to rem em ber th a t even 
th ough  I am  my own 
person, I am still Teresa’s 
daughter.
YOU CAN WIN
Instant Prizes 
Drinks/Food
g ^ A N D  P I IJZq
$130»o JV C
Open forum on Genetic 
Counseling and Abortion 
to be held Friday
forums.
On the first Friday of every 
month, an interesting topic, 
relative to either personal or 
campus life, is presented In 
order to foster thought from 
the GVSU student body.
The open forums count as 
credit towards the Excellence 
in Leadership Program.
C A N C U N
BAHAMAS
DAYTONA
PANAM A C ITY
Includes
7 nights, free bench party, 
free nightclub admission 
and more1 Organize a trip 
and travel FREE1
Spring Break
C a n c u n
#1 Spring Break Destination on the Mexican Caribbean
March 8-15, 1992
Enjoy all the lun In the sun you've heard about with volleyball on the 
beach, constant happy hours, and dancing until dawn at the discos.
Club LaS Perlas - Standard beachfront
194 room hotel on beach nearest T r in lP  ‘Jm O Q
to downtown with 2 small pools, 2 ”
restaurants, bar and gift shop. U U 3 d  t p 4 y y
Aquamarina Beach - Moderate beachfront
200 rooms 5 minutes trom down- T r l n l n  $569
town. Swimming pool, watersports, T r i p l e
2 restaurants, snackbar, and shops Quad $539
Oasis Cancun - Deluxe beachfront
965 room resort on 1/2 mile of beach with T r j n l o  < tR 7 q
3 giant pools, tennis courts, 5 restaurants, P
mini goff course and entertainm ent. Q u a d  $ 5 9 9
Includes roundtrip air from Detroit (Sunday a m. departure),
7 nights hotel, transfers between Cancun Airport and 
hotel, and sen/ices of local representative.
Price* ate m U S !, pet person, plus $25 
tax. and vary by hotel selected Charter 
Participant Agreement required
See your local travel agent S the 01 Cancun operator In Michigan.
R o y a l  A t n e i  i c o n  I r i i v c  
3 ( A l p i n e  A v e  
((> 1 (>)7 H 1 - 1 /  H /
I n  P r o f e s s i o n a l  T r a v e l  
( o n i s i m  It 3 ( )3 'J W  R i v e r  I ) r  
!>', r k  (t i  1 (>)7 8 -1  - 9 0 0 0
WIN A Or* CHANCE 
AT THE KLEINER 
1:00 - 4:00 pm 
Monday th ru  Friday
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Dan Blamer sorts recycled materials in an effort to boost GVSlfs 
recycled goods (above). PHOTO BY ADAM CARROL
By Janet Potgetter 
Plant Services
Promoters of our extensive 
recycling effort have reason 
to be proud of students, 
faculty and staff members 
w ho d e m o n s tra te  the ir 
commitment to preserving 
the  en v iron m en t by 
recycling waste whenever 
possible.
The cam p u s recycling  
program is successful only 
because of the continuing 
support a n d  d e d ic a tio n  
shown by general campus 
population. Although waste 
recycling is strictly a voluntary 
action now, it may becom e  
a  necessity in the future.
Recycling on the GVSU 
campus is hardly new.
Prior to 1987, attempts to
initiate a  recycling program 
on ca m p u s , a lthough  
spirited, were not met with 
enough enthusiasm from 
the campus community to 
survive. Solid materials such 
as tin and glass were easily 
recycled, but there was no 
market for office type waste 
paperproducts—the bulk of 
our waste on campus.
In June of 1987, staff 
m em bers from  th e  
Academ ic Resource Center 
led the w ay in instigating an 
o ffic e  p a p e r  recycling  
program. Steps were taken 
to  promote recycling on 
cam pus, an d  collection  
amounts increased over 
time.
Then in the fall of 1989, a 
recycling com m ittee was 
fo rm ed  th a t in c luded  
enthusiastic volunteers from
With the 
availability 
o f on- 
campus 
recycling, 
bins like 
this one can 
be found In 
Just about 
every 
building 
oncampus 
(right).
PHOTO BY 
BOB 
COOLEY
«y
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Mike Glocheski did his part back in 1990 by untying one o f many trees planted by the university, in an 
effort to regain what we have lost in natural resources.
across campus. AlW alczak  
from Special Services and  
Je an  Enright a n d  M ary  
Beversluis-Tuinstra from  
adm in istration  w e re  
organizers in this effort.
Many ideas were sparked 
by information published in 
d e ta il describing th e  
recycling  program  a t  
C ornell University. To 
customize Grand Valleys' 
program, one volunteerwas
recruited from each building 
on campus to ac t as. their 
building's coordinator.
The building coordinators 
helped organize recyclable 
p ap er collection boxes a t  
each desk and work station 
m a d e  recycling so easy, 
collection amounts began to  
soar. A long-term plan was 
n e e d e d  to  ch an n e l th e  
grow ing interest in the  
recycling program.
From the original recycling 
co m m ittee , several sub­
committees were form ed  
w h ich  m ake sign ificant 
contributions in promoting 
and publicizing the effort, 
the incentives com m ittee  
m et a n d  a c c e p te d  th e  
proposal for a  ‘ R ecycle  
Forest,' a  g re a t id e a  
submitted by Linda Yuhas of 
the A c ad em ic  Resource 
Center.
The bookstore has Jumped on the biodegradable bandwagon towards a healthier planet by eliminating plastic bags and replacing them 
with reusable canvas (below). PHOTO BY BOB COOLEY
amazing percussion solo near 
the end of the set But as 
amazing as this band was, the 
lead singer was horrid.
This guy had studied The 
Doors a bit too intensely and 
was doing his damnedest to 
mimic Jim Morrison In the way 
he canted himself on stage and 
sang and failed miserably.
Iftheycan find a vocalist who 
can carry a time. Liquid Sun 
could be amazing. Now, they 
are only pretty good.
The Aral band. Soiled Betty 
are a very Seattle Influenced
Wednesday
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H iwmmmmERSGREEN
By Jack Gordon • :vi
gig#* Studio 28 on February 7:
■■. about a psychiatrist
client—a woman ac­
cused of murdering her husband. Stars Richard Gere. Kirn 
Basinger, UmaThunnan, and Eric Roberts, Warner Bros.
;sclentlst races against time 
to recreate his lost cure for cancer before the natural 
resources he needs are wiped out by the destruction of the 
Brazilian Rain Forest. Stars Sean Connery, Lorraine 
Bracco. Buena Vista.
N aked Lunch—A  writer is abducted by mysterious forces 
into a  surreal world of sick fantasy and weird happenings. 
D ^ t e d  b^ David (>onenberg. Stars Peter Weller, Julian 
Ijjfe ls  and'Judy Century Fax. '
group. They sound a lot like 
Mudhoney and Nirvana, two 
bands they ape well, but after 
awhile their set seemed to 
drone.
The problem may have been 
that (once again, as with all 
three acts) the vocals were bur­
ied in the mix and it was very 
difficult to hear what was being 
sung. So all you could really 
hear Is the basic grungy thump 
of the instruments. Ifyougeta 
chance, see them In a more 
music-friendlyvenue (the Lexi- 
Please see SOIL, p. 11
PHOTO BY BOB COOLEY
"Soiled Betty" preformed at the Lexicon Club during a three-band Jam Saturday night.
By Shellle vanDeCreek
Entertainment Writer
l a v e  C rim es
This Him started out quite 
well but went downhill after 
the first 10 minutes or so.
Love Crimes stars Patrick 
Bergin {Sleeping w ith the Efo- 
emy) and Sean Young {A Kiss 
Before Dyincfl. Their acting 
wasn’t  bad, Just the story, 
script, dialogue, and general 
likeabillty.
Young stars as the district 
attorney on the tra il of 
Bergen, a  man who uses 
women’s  weaknesses and 
insecurities to gain their 
trust. He then  takes advan- 
tage of tha t trust to molest 
and rape them.
To get a t Bergen, Young 
tries to become what he looks 
for in a victim but she is 
soon found out. Her confu­
sion in regards to her own 
feelings is mirrored in our 
confusion as to why we paid 
to see this movie.
Through fantasies and
Rating: 2
K n f f s
Christian Slater is great as 
George Huffs, the new special 
forces patrol captain. He 
plays the sm art-ass type
character we have all grown 
to love him for. This movie, 
however, delivers his best 
one-liners.
The special patrol works 
alongside the regular police 
force but is paid by mem­
bers of the business com­
m unity to protect them. 
When George’s brother dies, 
he inherits the business.
Here’s a  description of 
George. He’s fun-loving, ir­
responsible, adorable, and 
has the attitude of Bart 
Simpson and Ferris Bueller 
combined. He is too busy for 
commitment or responsibil­
ity because he has “places to 
see and women to do." You’ll 
love him.
He learns a lot about life 
and responsibility In a  hi­
larious way. Through his 
unprofessional antics he 
shows up the police force 
and earns some respect. 
You’ll love this movie. It was
great. 
Rating: 8
memories, we are supposed 
to understand Young’s  char­
acter. Unfortunately, these 
sequences only help to 
confuse u s  more. This 
woman is definitely mixed
up.
The worst thing about Love 
Crimes is that it resolves 
nothing. We leave feeling 
confused, frustrated, and 
angry. It was the biggest 
waste of time. I should have 
stayed home and cleaned 
the bathroom.
The only reason this movie 
gets the rating it does is 
because the acting was de­
cent. However, if I had my 
choice of tortures. I’d rather 
watch Cool as Ice again.
'm o v Te /zawa/g s '
Here are the ratings for those movies currently showing: 
(Number Code: Italic numbers = film’s  rating by Shellie 
VanDeCreek; Bold numbers = movie’s rating by Beth 
Grienke.)
An American Tail: Fievel Goes West: 8 
Beauty and the Beast: 1 0 ,10 
Bugsy: 9
Father o f the Bride:6.5, 7.B
Free Jack: 8 ,6.5
Fried Green Tomatoes: 10
Grand Canyon: 9, 8
The Hand That Rocks The Cradle: 8 ,7
Hook: 8 ,8
JFK: 9, 9.5
Kuffs:8
The Last Boy Scout: 7 
Love Crimes: 2 
My Girl: 8.5 
The Prince o f Tides: 8.5  
Shining Through: 5
Star Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country: 8, 6
\_____________________ J
Home cooking
By Chris FHsek
Entertainment Writer
A mighty fine thing occurred 
at the Lexicon Club on the west 
side of Grand Rapids on Satur­
day, Jan.25.
Three local bands (Piccadilly 
Circus, Liquid Sun, and Soiled 
Betty) that are, so far, un­
touched by stardom, put on a 
very high energy show for a 
small yet very receptive crowd 
of various ages and back­
grounds.
Even though a lot of the ma- 
terialperfbrmedleaned towards 
the heavy side (especially Soiled 
Betty) and there was beer being 
served, there were no incidents. 
It was a good time.
Arriving midway into 
Piccadilly Circus’ set , I was 
immediately Impressed by the 
incredible musicality of these 
guys. They sounded as If they’d 
been playing together since 
birth. Very fight Problem was 
(as with all three bands) they 
never seemed very into i t  There
was very little crowd interplay 
or on stage theatrics (i.e. move­
ment).
As far as material goes, 
Piccadilly Circus seemed very 
Manchester- Influenced and 
their originals had a taste of 
that type of music to them, but 
It wasn't very defined. They 
need to work on carving a mu­
sical niche for themselves.
They did do a really good 
cover cfThere’s No Other Way” 
by Blur and succeeded In mak­
ing it less obnoxious than the 
original. Their cover of “Moun­
tain Song" by Jane's Addiction 
was astounding. It was nearly 
perfect and that’s no mean feat 
Once these boys loosen up and 
truly define themselves they 
will be a  force to be reckoned 
with on the club scene.
The next band. Liquid Sun 
(formerly The Taste), are a bit 
more defined. They really want 
to be Pink Floyd and Jane’s 
Addiction rolled Into one and 
this was evident by the very 
Floydlan guitar solos and the.
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Ladj/hawkt (1985) is a  
magical Arthurian-style 
romance.
T h t story takes place 
severalhundredyearsago. 
Rutger Hauer and Mich­
elle Pfeiffer play two lovers 
separated by a  magical 
spell. By day, he is  a  
knight, and she. a  hawk. 
At night he is a  wolf, and 
she, a  lady.
Mathew Broderick is 
Philllpe “Mouse" Gaston, 
a  mouthy thief and the 
only one to have escaped 
out of the dungeon of Aq- 
uila. He may be able to 
help them find a  way to 
reach the curse’s creator 
and  break  the  painful 
spell.
Director Richard Dormer 
(Superman) has composed 
a  very entertaining flick 
with an  excellent cast.
Michelle Pfeiffer is ex­
q u is ite  as  the  ivory 
skinned maiden. Rutger 
Hauer is strong as  the 
frustrated knighttrylngto 
find a  cure for their plight 
M athew  B roderick  is  
funny in his scenes as he 
bemoans his troubles.
The cheesy  m u sic  
soundtracklstheonly un­
dercut to this strong pic­
ture.
Ladyhawke is available 
at the Ravine Center on 
campus.
Rating: 7.5.
SOIL, from  p. 10  .........  -  -
con Club Is primarily a town hall) 
so you can hear the vocals and 
appreciate the energy behind the
songs.
Speaking of energy. Soiled Betty 
wereprobablythelooseston stage, 
which lsn’tsayingmuch, but they 
really exploded during their cover 
of Nirvana’s “Blew." They ripped 
into that song and left its shell 
smouldering on the floor when 
they were finished. It was the high 
point of the show.
So, do yourself a favor and go 
out and see and support the local 
Grand Rapids artists. Wecan’tlet 
a promising and growing scene 
slip through our fingers.
REFLECTIONS ON 
WINTER SURVIVAL
As I was walking the  
path  to  cam pus, I saw a 
young m an on a  m oun­
tain  bike slide off course.
His back tire dug furi­
ously against the ice. he 
threw off h is backpack in 
an  a ttem pt to balance 
himself.
But he didn’t  tty  to save 
himself, he went down 
with the ship, he pitched 
headfirst into a  snow drift.
All th a t could be seen 
were the soles of his boots, 
b u t he scored an  8.7 dive.
Although there is no love 
lost between myself and 
those cyclists, I thought
with Mel Cronenwett
that I would share some 
winter survival tips for 
cyclists and other read­
ers:
W atch ou t for spow  
drifts.
Beware of falling icicles.
Bew are of “fa llin g "  
icicles, it may not be Just 
an accident.
Don’t  go ice fishing on 
thin ice.
Commons trays make 
good sleds for the ski hill, 
but if you feel the need 
for speed, go for a pizza 
pan.
C ab in  F ever? R ead 
Jim m y Buffet’s  “Tales
From Margaritaville" u n ­
der a  su n  lamp, while 
playing his greatest h its.
Drink a margarita.
Throw a Fourth of Feb­
ruary party, bu t watch 
out for the yellow snow— 
those drunk partyers will 
still whip it out even if it 
Is cold enough to freeze 
fresh penguin dung.
At th e  party , find a 
warm body th a t is willing 
to hibernate with you for 
the season.
Freeze a snowball to 
save for July.
Don’t  pu t a  snowball in 
yo u r room m ate’s bed 
while the electric blanket 
is on.
Use th e  w ea th e r to  
come up with new ex­
cuses to skip work, for 
example: “My dog sled is 
in the shop."
Don’t  park your car in 
the Field House parking 
lot if any snow plows are 
in area.
As a general rule, stay  
away from snow plows 
and salt trucks, do you 
th ink  th a t is a  Thermos 
of coffee the  driver is 
drinking? _ __
Drive like you th inkyou 
are a  snow plow, people 
will stay  away from you.
Keep an emergency kit 
in  your car in case you 
get stuck: canned goods, 
T h e rm o s of “coffee", 
flares, condoms.
If you slip and fall on 
the ice, play it off. Stand 
up, hold out your hat and 
say, "Your generous do­
nations will help me to 
jo in  the R ussian dance 
troupe on their tou r of 
Guam."
New terror rocks campus
By Gretf Barnes . „  g
Entertainment Writer
You’ve heard of the Loch 
Ness monster. You’ve 
heard of the Creature from 
the Black Lagoon.
Now there’s something 
more mysterious and hid­
eous than either of these.
On Jan u a ry  11, two 
Grand Valley studen ts 
walking past the ravines 
at night noticed a  strange 
odor In the air. It wasn’t
Suumis
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the sewage from Grand 
River. It was something 
even more noxious.
A thunderous pounding 
startled the students. The 
sound was moving closer 
and the odor was growing 
stronger.
Suddenly the students 
realized that a creature 
was exuding the smell. 
Filled with unbridled fear, 
they raced toward Calder 
Fine Arts Studio. The
doors were locked. It came 
nearer. The students fran- 
tically scaled the pile of 
snow beside building and 
climbed onto the roof.
In the darkness, a shad­
owy figure passed. The 
s tu d en ts  described as  
nothing they had ever seen 
before.
“It was HUGE!" said one 
of them.
“It kind of looked like a 
huge elephant. But this
thing was covered in shim­
mering ghostlike h a ir,” 
said the other.
Ottawa County investi­
gato rs are supposedly 
searching to see if the ter­
ror is the link behind the 
mysterious disappearance 
of five Grand Valley s tu ­
dents last semester. No 
comment on the police’s 
progress was available 
upon this reporter’s re­
quest.
05 tudio 28 Theatre61
1350 West 28th Street Call 538-8760 for showtimes
837-6140
2 Id  M A IN  S T R E E T  
D O W N T O W N  C O O P E R S V I L l E
Starts Fri, Jan 31
Naked Lunch (R)- Peter 
Weller, Judy Davis, Dir by 
David Cronenberg 
Final Analysis (R)- Richard 
Gere, Kim Basinger 
Medicine Man (PG13)- Sean 
Connery, Lorraine Bracco
Now Showing
Shining Through (R)- 
Melanie Griffith, Michael 
Douglas
Fried Green Tom atoes 
(PG13)- Kathy Bates, Jessica 
Tandy, Mary Louise Parker, Mary 
Stuart -Masterson 
Juice (R)- Omar Epps 
Freejack (R)- Emilio Estevez, 
Mick Jagger
Kuffs (PG13)- Christian Slater, 
Tony Goldwyn
Bugsy (R)- Warren Beatty, 
Annette Bening
The Hand That Rocks The 
C radle (R)- Rebecca 
DeMornay, Annabella Sciorra 
Grand Canyon (R)- Danny 
Glover, Kevin Kline 
The Last Boy Scout (R)- 
Bruce Willis, Damon Wayans 
Prince of Tides (R)- Barbra 
Streisand, Nick Nolle 
S tar T rek 6: The 
U ndiscovered Country 
(PG)- William Shatner, Leonard 
Nimoy
My G irl (PG)- Macaulay 
Culkin, Dan Aykroyd, Jamie Lee 
Curtis
The Addams Family (PG)- 
Anjelica Huston, Raul Julia, 
Christopher Lloyd 
JFK (R)- Kevin Costner, Sissy 
Spacek, Kevin Bacon 
Father of the Bride (PG)- 
Steve Martin, Diane Keaton 
Hook (PG)- Dustin Hoffman, 
Robin Williams
99c 99c ©lUpine Twin 99* 99*
3219 Alpine Ave NW Call 784-5955 for showtimes
F ro m  the d ire c to r  of Dead Ringers ' and The  Fly'.
N A K E D
L U N C H
A  E x t e r m i n a t e  all  r a t i o n a l  t h o u g h t .
©Studio 28
2 0  SCREENS • A LOEKS THEATRE  
1 3 5 0  WEST 2 8 T H  ST. • Ph. 5 3 8 - 8 7 6 0
Now Showing
Curly Sue (PGI3).
Jim Belushi, Kelly Lynch
Starts Friday
The Butchers Wife (PG)- 
Demi Moore, Jeff Daniels
Attention Grand Valley Students!
Studio 28 has the lowest student 
prices in town! With a valid college
I.D. you pay only $4.50... every night!
Plus, matinee price is only $3.00! (until 6:00)
$A ack Loeks Theatres
Wednesday
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P a t B a ker-G rzyb  w o n  h e r  2 0 0 th  g a m e  la s t S a tu rd a y  o ver S V S U  ah  Fedio goes up over two lady Cardinal defenders
fo r two points in a victory fo r the Lakers
Coach Baker-Grzyb earns 200th career victory over weekend
By Alan Babbitt #  *
Sports Writer
It Is amazing how one little 
freaklnjuiy can change ateam’s 
whole season.
The Lady Lakers basketball 
squad’s conference playoff 
hopes could have been de­
stroyed when senior point 
guard Angela Frick severely 
sprained her ankle after com­
ing down on a teammate’s foot 
during pregame warm-ups.
Coach Baker-Giyzb used 
freshmen Mary Beth Munsell 
and junior Nikki Kulik In an 
attempt to fill In for Flick’s 
positlonforthe non-conference 
match up against Northwood 
Institute.
With one of their leaders In 
the training room. Grand Val­
ley needed to rely on their 
strengths— defense and the 
inside game of senior center All 
Fedio.
The harassing defensive
pressure caused problems for 
Northwood’soffense. Everyone 
contributed as theLakers bolted 
to a 21-8 lead In the first eight 
minutes of the game.
Northwood never quit, chip­
ping at Grand Valley’s lead to 
just six at halftime (37 - 31).
The tough, aggressive defense 
got Munsell and Kulik Into 
trouble with each getting three 
personal fouls before the half.
Baker-Giyzb continued to go 
to the inside strength of Fedio 
In the second half. S h e  
dominated the paint and lit up 
Northwood for 17 points on 67 
percent shooting from the field, 
nine for 13 from the fiee-throw 
line, and nine rebounds.
Fedio finished with a career 
high 30 points and 12 re­
bounds.
The game got scary at the 
end, but freshman guard 
Amber Johnson made a key 
steal off an Inbound pass at the
2:08 mark to give the Lady 
Lakers a three point lead.
Clutch free-throw shooting 
by Fedio In the final 52 seconds 
gave Grand Valley the win over 
Northwood Institute 71-66.
Frick answered any questions 
about the health of her ankle 
Saturday against GUAC con­
ference foe Saginaw Valley 
State.
She played a solid 28 min­
utes, connecting for 13 points, 
dishing out five assists, and 
grabbing six steals.
The Lady Lakers needed a 
victory over the Cardinals to 
have any chance of making the 
conference playoffs.
“We need to break out of the 
lower part of the division now, 
or we will not have ary chance 
of making the playoffs," Baker- 
Gryzb commented stressing the 
Importance the three upcom­
ing conference games.
Grand Valley bolted out of
the gate against the Cardinals' 
two-two-one zone press.
Helle Malhieson hit back to 
back three pointers to give the 
Lakers an early six point ad­
vantage.
Forward Marie Thomas and 
Fedio combined for 22 points 
which allowed the Lady Lakers 
to Jump to a 44-24 halftime 
lead
Within the first six minutes 
of the second half. Laker fans 
knew this was not going to be 
an easy game to win.
Fedio picked up her second, 
third, andfourth personal fouls 
within a span of a little over two 
minutes.
Grand Valley’s offense 
sputtered with their potent 
Inside offensive weapon sitting 
on the bench.
Saginaw Valley cut the lead 
down to nine. Baker-Gryzb 
knew that she had to do some­
thing In order to hold on and
win the contest 
At the 9:19 mark she put 
Fedio back In the game.
“We were out of sync 
offensively without All In the 
middle. I told her to give some 
baskets on the defensive end 
as long as she would not pick 
upherflfthfoul." Baker-Gryzb 
stated.
The strategy worked 
as Fedio popped In eight points. 
Her presence In the paint al­
lowed the Lakers to hold on for 
a 76 - 68 victory.
Winning over Saginaw 
Valley was extra special for 
Coach Baker-Gryzb. The vic­
tory gave her a total of 200 for 
her college coaching career.
Lake Superior State 
visited the Grand Valley Field 
House on Monday while the 
Pioneers of Oakland Univer­
sity rumble Into Allendale for a 
rematch on Thursday at 5:45 
p.m.
 ^ "N 
Improving Lakers only win only one event
in the Saginaw Valley State Invitational
: By M lH  Araey
With 16 teams compet­
ing in the Saginaw Valley 
Invitational Friday night, 
it is tough for ary  one 
team to dominate, evi­
denced bv the fact- that 
the ijfayiH only won one 
event
Angle MttcheS won the
400 meter with a time of 
1:00.29.
meed let u s  know 
there we're a t  Each week 
we’relmprovlng.,’sald Coach 
Martin.
Julie Bos finished fourth in 
the 400 at 1:01.67.
in  th e 600meter. Kelly Be- 
schoner and Connie Klein 
grabbed fifth and eighth, with 
times o f1:42.36 and 1:47.47.
Also placing for the Lak­
e rs  were Jen n ife r 
Chahaney In the 55 meter 
hurdles with a time of 9.37 
and Tammy Gipe In the 
shot put, with a throw of 
44 feet.
For the men, Nusan Mu­
hammad finished fifth In 
the 55 meter dash with a 
time of 6.63 seconds. Mu­
hammad also took seventh
In the200meter dash with 
a time of 23.05.
Mike Mull placed sixth 
in the 600meter, running 
a time of 1:25.58, and Joe 
Skryckl finished fifth in 
the 35 pound, throwing 
43 feet, 11 and a half 
inches.
The Lakers were up 
against teams from Divi­
sion 1, 11. and in. lnelud-
ingCentral Michigan Uni- 
verslty.and conference ri­
vals SVSU, Ferris State 
University, Oakland Uni­
versity, Lake Superior 
S ta te  U niversity, and 
Northern Michigan Uni­
versity.
The next meet is the 
Grand Valley Invitational, 
Saturday at l la .m .in th e  
Field House. *
_________________J
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Bart Bitner drives for two o f his 26 points in a losing effort 
fe r  tile Lakers ' ; - :y
Laker fouls add up to a loss
By Brian Rutkowskl
Sports Editor
There were so many fouls 
in Saturday’s Grand Valley- 
Saginaw Valley game that 
the officials got winded from 
blowing their whistles.
In a match up for the lead 
in the GLIAC, the Cardinals 
of Saginaw took first place 
with a 78-68 over the Lakers.
Saginaw Valley shot 55 free 
throws and made 36 of them 
for the deciding factor in the 
game. GV shot only 12 free 
throws.
“Saginaw had a good game 
plan and executed it well," 
rem arked coach Tom 
Villemure, whose team drops 
to 4-3 in the conference.
“We expended too much 
energy chasing their guards. 
Our plan was to pressure 
th e ir guards, b u t in 
retrospect, I think it was a 
mistake."
The Lakers were never 
really in the game as the 
Cardinals guards broke 
down the Laker defense to 
get easy shots or a trip to the 
free throw line.
“Our defense was good, but 
we didn’t sustain it and they 
broke it dow n,” added 
Villemure.
With the score knotted at 
10 with 14:46 left in the 
first, Saginaw went on the 
attack with a 16-2 run over 
12 minutes of the half.
By halftime, Saginaw had 
opened up a 33-18 lead, 
including shooting 55 
percent from the field.
On the other end of the
score, Grand Valley couldn’t  
buy a  basket. Several GV 
shots rattled in and out 
before falling into Cardinal 
hands on their way to 20.8 
percent shooting.
“I though we lost our 
pa tience  on offense," 
remarked Villemure. “When 
the post wasn’t  open we 
would try  to crea te  
something in the next 3-5 
seconds.”
•"We weren’t  playing our 
game; the shots weren’t 
falling for us,” added Brent 
Wichalz, who was held to 3 
of 11 shooting from the field.
At the start of the second 
half, it appeared that the^ 
Lakers were coming out 
strong, breaking out on a 
10-0 run after an early 
Cardinal lay up at the start 
of the half.
With a comfortable lead, 
the Cardinals slowed down 
the pace of the game to
maintain their edge, forcing 
Grand Valley to ,stop  the 
clack by fouling the Saginaw 
guards.
Saginaw slowly inched 
their lead out to as much as 
19, with 11:43 left in the 
game and kept the lead 
around 15 for most of the 
second half while in the stall.
The Lakers could not get 
within single digits again 
until the last minute, but by 
then it was too little too late.
Bart Bitner lead the Lakers 
with a career high 26 points 
on 10 for 15 shooting and 5- 
8 from three point land.
Charlie Mandt was left 
frustrated by the Cardinals, 
scoring  an
uncharacteristically  low 
eight points.
Though the s ta t sheet 
showed that the Cardinals 
only out-rebounded the 
Lakers 35-33, it seemed that 
SVSU was on top of every 
rebound on the offensive end 
as well as the defensive end 
as well.
“Team rebounding is a 
problem for us. We’re not a 
big team. We’ve got to work 
on screening out better." 
remarked Villemure.
Grand Valley is now 11-6 
overall and looked to close 
out the first half of the year 
w ith  a win over Lake 
Superior State on Monday. 
Results weren’t available as 
of press time.
•At the halfway point of 
the  conference season , 
Villemure expressed that he 
w as p leased  w ith the  
performance of the team 
despite an injury that kept 
Brent Wichalz out of the first 
three games of the in the 
GLIAC.
The Lakers will host 
Oakland University next 
Thursday at 7:45 p. m. at 
the Field House.
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Lakers tie one, lose 
one at Mid-Regionals
By Alan Babbitt
- 24.Sports Writer
__ G rand  V alley’s
wrestling squad hosted 
the NCAA Mid Regional 
Duals, tying one match 
and losing the other on 
Friday, Jan . 31st.
Grand Valley faced off 
with Wisconsln-Parkside 
a t 10:30 a.m. Ed Felt 
pummeled Cort Shane on 
the way to an  18 to zero 
decision victory.
Dave S tre jc  an d  
Dwayne Knieper won by 
forfeit. . ,
Todd Jones finished off 
the Lakers hot start by 
beating Kelly Becker 13 
to three on points.
W isconsin-Parkside’s  
heavyweights led their 
team  o n  a  com eback 
which allowed them to  
drawwith the Lakers, 24
V
G rand Valley’s  next 
match was at 12 p.m. 
a g a in s t A sh lan d  
University.
Felt was victorious by 
forfeit in  h is  m atch . 
Strejc and Jones defeated 
the Donohue brothers (4- 
3 and 12-3, respectively) 
to round out the Lakers 
only victories. Ashland 
came out on top 36 to  13.
Ferris State won the 
meet with a  perfect three 
and zero record.
A shland U niversity, 
FSU. GVSU. Lake 
Superior State, and the 
University of Wisconsln- 
Parkside participated in 
the meet.
Coach Snook and his 
squadhost Lake Superior 
S ta te  U niversity  on 
Friday, Feb. 7 at7:30p.m.
N^ gersonal^ chocks^ l^eaa
Grand Valley Apartments
Grand Valley Apartments Offer:
The largest local apartm ent complex
Convenient location, righ t on the edge of campus
Well lit sidewalk for the shortest walk to campus
Energy efficient apartm ents to reduce your expenses
Escorts to cam pus at night
Secluded, private setting
Cable T.V. available
Laundry facilities in each building
ALL APARTMENTS ARE FULLY FURNISHED 
Call 89S - 6351 to find out about THE place to live
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Laker experimenting pays off in a victory
By Jackie Fox
Sports Writer
The women’s swimming 
and diving team  were 
strong In their win against 
Albion and the men de­
feated Calvin this week, 
while falling to Albion.
"We experimented with 
putting some people in dif­
ferent events and It was 
pretty successful. It helps 
me get a  better idea for the 
entries In the conference 
m eet" coach Dewey New- 
some said
It was an Interesting, but 
successful week for the 
women’s  swim team. They 
came out on top with a  win 
over Calvin college 115 to 
104,
At first it looked like they 
had  been  defeated by 
Albion College, bu t a  mis­
take In the scoring sheet 
later revealed they had 
defeated Albion with a  
score of 121 to 119.
Needless to say It was a 
close and exciting meet In 
which many good perfor­
mances were given.
Diver Charlotte Snyder 
continues to Improve, set­
ting two season bests In the 
one meter and three meter 
dives, setting team and pool 
records in both.
Diver Angie Gripe also set 
aseason’sb es t in the three” 
meter dive at Calvin and 
came In second.
Nicky Vanderburg was 
very Impressive this week 
setting four season bests 
and four first places.
Two firsts came from the 
Calvin meet, a  first In the 
200 freestyle with a time of 
2:03 and a  first In the 100 
fly with a time of 1:05.
The other two came from 
the meet against Albion 
where she won the 200 
meter freestyle In 2:03 and 
the 500 meter freestyle In 
5:26.
Tamle Furst picked up a 
first in the 1000meter free­
style with a time of 12:04 
against Calvin.
Tina Higel won the 100 
breast stroke against Al­
bion with a  time of 1:13.
Val S tonehouse came
WMfMi
away with a win at the 
Calvin meet In the 100 
freestyle In 57.07.
The wom en’s swim 
team relays performed 
very well Both of the 200 
medley relays set season 
bests against Calvin.
The Men’s  swim team 
is looking toward the  
Ferris meet this week.
“Right now were focus­
ing on Ferris. We’ve al­
ways had an excellent 
rivalry. Ferris is very 
strong and  the m eet 
should be close.”
The men’s  team had a 
victory over Calvin this 
week 122 to 101, but was 
defeated by A lbion’s 
strong swim team 82 to 
146.
Diver Dan Mumbrue 
set a pool record In the 
one meter dive and a  team 
record In the three meter 
dive a t Calvin.
Bryan Keizer gave two 
very good performances 
against Calvin in the 
1000 freestyle with a 
season’s best of 10:31, 
and In the 100 fly with a 
time of 54.84.
Terry Denczek also 
came away with two wins 
th is  week. One came 
against Albion, where he 
swam a time of 1:85 and 
the other against Calvin 
where he won the 50 
meter freestyle.
Simon Vance won the 
100 meter freestyle at 
Albion with a  seasons 
best of 50.72.
The next swim meet will 
be Friday against rival 
Ferris State University.
At Sera T e c ,We Don't Believe In 
Taking Chances, That's Why We...
• Use sterile, disposable equipment
• Provide a pleasant and relaxing environment
• Test every donation for hepatitus and AIDS 
virus
• Require a physical exam prior to donating 
plasma (physicicm on premise)
• Physical is FREE
Help Us Help People Who Need Plasma
%\%
oo Sera Tec Biologicals
(616) 241-6335  
1973 S. Division  
Grand R apids, Ml
Call or Stop by 
Tuesday - Friday 
7:00 am • 5:00 pm 
Sorry, we're 
closed Monday
$5 .00
On Your First Donation 
(With this Coupon)
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enoughintwo—
By Sarah 8tin»on
Edttbr in Chief utes of thatstama.
Too little, too late hasbeen 
the problem for the GV 
hockey team all season, and 
it continued to plague them 
In two losses last week as 
well.
The leers lost ahom e con­
te s t last W ednesday to 
crosstown rival Calvin Col­
lege 2-1, and then were de­
feated in Midland by North- 
wood Institute, 6-4 on Sat- 
urday night
Head coach Mike Petr- 
osraaexpressedhlsfrustra- 
tlon a t the fact that the 
Lakers can t seem to play 
three strong periods in one 
game, and that oftenmeans 
the dlfferencebetween wins 
and tossesforGrand Valley.
GVSU took the earty lead 
against Calvin on Wednes­
day, as junior forward Jeff 
McDowell knocked In what 
provedtobetheLakers’only 
score of the game.
The Laker defense came 
out ready for the Knights, 
though, and preserved the 
Grand Valley lead until late 
In the second period when 
CC snuck a shot past fresh­
man netminder Kevin Bor­
ing to get In the game.
The Knights scored again 
shortly into the final period, 
and the wave of momentum 
that the Lakers had ridden 
Into the third was suddenly 
gone. Grand Valley was un­
able to come back, and went 
down in bitter defeat, 2-1.
Jeff McDowell was the of­
fensive catalyst again on 
Saturday night in Midland, 
scoring another goal and 
adding two assists for the 
Laker cause.
Chris Davisscoredtheflrst 
Lakergoalofthe night, about 
four minutes Into the sec­
ond period, assisted by Scott 
McDowell and  Scott 
McHugh. Davis also added 
two assistslaterin the game.
The Lakers were blanked 
m  the first period as North- 
wood took a  1-0 lead, and 
then dominated GV in the 
second, scoring three more 
goals in the first four min-
the 6:56 m arkput the score 
at 4-2 in favor of North- 
wood, but instead of the 
Lakers closing the gap fur­
ther on NUtwasNorthwood 
who opened Itup more, tak­
ing advantage of Boring for 
another goal shortly before 
the period was out.
Grand Valley came out 
strong in the third, looking 
to erase the 5-2 deficit With 
about eight m inutes re­
maining In the game, Eric 
Bergman and Mike Joseph 
assisted Jeff McDowell to 
score and cut the margin to 
two.
Northwpod stayed tough 
agalnsttheLakers, however, 
and responded with a  goal 
of their own less than two 
minutes later.
Laker senior Dave Clay 
found the net with about 
two minutes remaining to 
pu t the score a t  6-4 as the 
momentum had gradually 
shifted to favor Grand Val­
ley. However, it was a  famil­
iar scene for the Lakers as 
they simply ran out of time 
and came up short once 
again.
Scott McDowell summed 
up the disappointment for 
the team, saying. “We al­
ways lose the close games- 
they’re never blowouts. Just 
a goal or two. It’s frustrat­
ing because all the losses 
we Ve had this season could 
Just as easily have been 
wins, and I think we are a 
better team than our record 
would say we are."
However, the season Is not 
overyet, and the Lakers have 
a  chance to make the most 
of what is left and pick up a 
couple of wins along the 
way.
With a key clash coming 
up this weekend against 
Calvin, the team would love 
nothing more than to earn a 
victory in the rem atch 
against their biggest rival. 
The game will be Saturday 
night at 9 p.m. a t the Jolty 
Reger ice Arena.
£ * %
..Florida Beaches. Fun in the Sunl 
Four per room pricesl
Daytona $149 • Panama City $139
CaS CMI 
at
I-800-423-5264
Kitchen, Waterfront & Transportation Available
•$4.7 million is nothing to 
sneeze a t but, based on the 
going m arket rate, Barry 
Bonds deserves more money 
than  both Bobby Bonilla and 
Danny Tartabull.
•NFL trade talk already ! 
A tlan ta  w an ts  to  bring 
Herschel Walker home to 
Georgia, b u t Minnesota’s 
asking price of both a  first 
and second round draft 
choice seems too much.
Why Atlanta desires him 
is beyond me too (maybe 
Hammer is a fan of his?) 
because he doesn’t seem to 
fit in to  th e ir  offensive 
scheme.
Tampa Bay picking up 
Rickey Nattiel from Denver 
was a  good move from the 
standpoint that they don’t 
have an early pick to draft 
an impact receiver.
•Recent NFL Hall of Fame
•Chris Webber has shot 
free throws like afreshman-^- 
6of21 InBigTenplay so far.
•Wings’ fans may soon 
begin  second-guessing  
Bryan Murray’s  shuffling of 
players such as Kennedy. 
Doll as and Primeau between 
the big club and Adirondack.
It still remains to be seen 
w h e th er o r no t they’re 
serious about dealing for 
Philly’sRickTocchet. I think 
they would like to have him 
bu t are afraid of changing 
the team’s chemistry.
•T hrough S unday’s 
gam es, M ontreal had  
allowed an amazing league 
low of 128 goals against, 18 
better th an  second best 
Vancouver.
•Flint/U. of M’s Glen Rice 
was on a roll and notched 7 
straight 20+ point games.
•By the time you’re reading
You be the judge.
•How can the Celtics be 
only 2-3 games out of first 
despite missing Bird and 
McHale for the majority of 
the season. The Chief for 
games here and there, and 
turning over guards from 
Shaw to Douglass ?
•So D ick V itale says 
Shaquille O’Neal is one of 
the top 4 centers in all of the 
world, NBA included. Thus I 
find it extremely hard to 
believe that he will spurn 
millions to return to L.S.U. 
next season as Vitale and 
Dale Brown predict.
•Isn’t  it great to see Illinois 
and Lou Henson suffer with 
a  m ediocre team  for a 
change?
•When was the last time 
Louisville was as low as third 
place in the Metro?
•Don’t  look for the Lions to
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pick up much in the way of 
tight ends or linemen from 
the Plan B pool as most of 
the prized players have 
already cut deals to return 
to their original teams.
•With the Pistons making 
all these salary cuts, it makes 
no sense that they went and 
gave Orlando Woolridge a 
contract extension after not 
even a  H a ir^ sea so n ’s 
performance.
•NFL combines are coming 
up this weekend. Whether 
he shows or not, Desmond 
Howard will certainly not be 
picked in the top two in April 
and likely will be picked no 
sooner than  10th.
•W hat an  in te resting  
situa tion  if Nolan Ryan 
becomes a minority owner 
of his home state Astros 
despite still playing for the 
Rangers. Talk about wearing 
two hats.
•D am n those  w inter 
Olympics. . .  as if we haven’t 
heard Eric Lindros’ name 
enough.
•Notre Dame beat 
Michigan to the punch and 
signed the state’s top two 
gridiron prospects—TE Pete 
Chryplewicz and lineman
Paul G rasm an ls  (from 
Jenison, no doubt). Overall 
the Irish appear to have the 
nation 's  best recru iting  
class.
A ctually  Ohio S ta te  
appears to have nudged out 
the Wolverines for the best 
class in the Big 10.
State, on the other hand, 
did marginal at best thanks 
to George and h is  Job­
seeking in Indy. Those Colts’ 
season tickets Just weren’t  a  
big enough incentive I guess.
•If Eric King is worth $1 
million per season then Cecil 
Fielder is well worth $5 
million per.
•As I mentioned in  an  
earlier edition, the Sharks, 
Hornets and Sox are having 
a profound effect on the 
world of professional sports 
when it comes to marketing.
A Laurie M. Grossman 
article in the Wall Street 
Journal on Monday noted 
how NHL and NBA apparel 
sales have skyrocketed in 
the last several years.
In conjunction with this, 
the  B ucks, S u n s and  
W halers have a lready  
announced logo a n d /o r  
colors changes for next year.
inductee ranks 3rd all-time 
with 116 touchdowns.
I was still shocked that he 
w as e lected  though , 
especially a fter he was 
trashed at the White House 
and told Supreme Court 
Ju s tic e  S an d ra  Day 
O’Connor to “loosen up". 
With that in mind , maybe 
Dave Kingman does deserve 
HOF recognition.
•Consider th a t Mickey 
Mantle’s 1960YankeeJersey 
was recently auctioned off 
for more ($111,000) than he 
was ever paid in a season’s 
salary ($100,000 in 1963).
this on Wed., the owners 
and  potential buyers of 
Seattle’s Mariners will have 
already met with baseball 
commissioner Faye Vincent 
a b o u t th e  sale  of the  
franchise.
The conflict is this: the 
prospective majority owner 
is a Japanese man who is 
the president of Nintendo, 
U.S.A Though he is not a 
U.S. citizen, he has lived in 
Washington state for the 
past 15 years.
So would he really be 
considered a foreign owner 
which they wish to avoid?
...
• -  •  w8
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i Spring Break to Florida 
Beaches. Energetic 
Promoter Needed. Earn 
FREE trips and CASH. 
Call CMI at 1 - 800 - 423 
| - 5264. _________
WANTED: SUN &
PARTY HUNGRY 
PEOPLE!!! SPRING 
BREAK: Cancun. 
Bahamas from $259.00 
includes round trip air,
7 nights hotel, parties, 
free admission and 
more! Organize a small 
group. Earn free trip. 1 
'(800) BEACH IT.
ROMANTIC GETAWAY! 
Cute, cozy log cabins 
on lake, surrounded 
by forest. $49-■‘ $69 
nightly. Includes 
outdoor hot tub, arid 
much more! Traverse 
City Area. (616) 276 - 
9502.
^ S in g in g  Telegrams,0 : 
TT| Belly - Tlrams; Banana
«h  never forget! Free 
t r l pictured-bfochure. 
w n  (616) 241 - 1808.
Alaska Summer 
Employment -
fisheries. Earn $5,000 
+/month. Free 
transportation! Room 
& Board! Over 8.000 
openings. No 
experience necessary. 
Male or Female. For 
employment program, 
call Student 
Employment Services 
at 1 - 206 - 545 - 4155 
ext. 181.
☆  EXTRA INCOME '92
☆  Earn $200 - $500
weekly mailing 1992 
travel brochures. For 
more information send 
an addressed stamped 
envelope to: J.R. 
Travel, P.O. Box 
612291. Miami, FL 
33161. _____________
MAKE A BUNDLE!!
Sell your 
books, car,
I Jewelry, 
personal 
skills, or 
anything 
else here 
irithe 
Lanthom 
classifieds!
Tuition Worries?
Sources of Scholarships, 
grants, etc. guaranteed. 
Educational Finance 
Agency. 530 - 2292.
Female Roommate 
Needed! Located In 
downtown GR. If 
interested, please 
contact Maggi at 949 - 
2500_______________
Upstairs Duplex less 2 
ml to campus 3 
bedrooms $350 month 
for rest of winter 
semester Call Chuck 
895 - 6449
Roommate wanted: 
Female non-smoker. 
$100 deposit, rent free 
until 03 /  01 /  92.
Call 453 - 0936 or 453 
- 6499 after 5:00.
NO GIMMICKS - 
EXTRA INCOME NOW! X
EN VELO PE S TU F F IN G  -  $ 6 0 0  - $800  every week -
F ree  Details: SJASEto
Brooks Intemstlonal, Inc.
. .P .0 , B ox6 8 0 6 0 5 • Orlando, FL32868
For Sale: IBM MODEL 
30/286 30 meg hard 
drive 1 - 3  1/2 Floppy, 
1 - meg Ram mouse, 
VGA monitor Extended 
Keyboard, Software 
$1,200. 458-9648
286, 12mhz 
Computer, ultra - fast 
47 MB Hard Drive,
5.25 and 3.5 High 
Density Disk Drives /  
VGA Monitor /  1200 
Baud Modem /  
Software. Hardly ever 
used. Asking $950. 
Call Bob at 895 - 
7344.
Thanks for bitchin at me 
all the time, you funky 
chicken you. C-ya.
___________-Emon
To the Grand Valley 
Hockey Team: Don't say 
no to crack. Love & a 
new found respect!
-Your traveling 
companions on IS I ­
S', 2401b, white male 
Interested in strictly 
sexual fling w / woman 
w / HOT body. Send 
measurements, pics, & 
references to Frank.
' c/o  the Lanthom.
For Sale: 1984 
Nissan Sentra very 
clean. Runs good. 
$1,600.00. 454- 
F 985* ______
F A S T
F U N D R A I S I N G
P R O G R A M
Fraternities, sororities, student 
clubs. Earn up to *1000 in one 
week. Plus receive a *1000 
bonus yourself. And a FREE 
WATCH justfor calling 1-800- 
932-0528 Exl 65.
BETHANY LIFELINE  
PREGNANT?
A D O P T IO N  IS  A N  A C T  O F  L O V E  
C H O IC E  O F  A D O P T IV E  P A R E N T S  
C O U N S E L IN G  * M E D IC A L  * H O U S IN G  
CALL & LET’S TALK  
1 - 800 - B-E-T-H-A-N-Y
Bl'SIXTSSFS!
I t  \ m i \ \  n i l  Id  11 k  I’ \  m i I 
lu is i n .'-s  .1*1 \ n !  istvl  in I h r
C l . l s s  | | li*  J  S r ,  ! l u l l  " I  I 111*
I . i n i h t u  ii i .1 11 \ 1 i i  l u ’ l h ’ , il  
s‘i v UJi'. ' U.iis K.ill’s
j i f  h i* tv \ t’ t n s Id  In  , in d  d ie  
J i ’ i u h - J  h \  m n l e n l  . i n J
S|H*1 it  u  J l i o l b
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Monday thru Wednesday 
I 11 am-2 am ■
Thursday, Friday and Saturday 
11 am-3 am
Sunday 
11 am-1 am
OPEN FOR LUNCH! 
OPEN LATE NIGHT! L ......  - , - 1
\c o K d
\ /\uw/
BONUS! \  /
FREE
DECK OF DOMINO'S PLAYING 
CARD WITH EVERY "DOMINATOR 
ID SPECIAL" ORDER.
- Limit one per customer
- Valid while supplies last
s^ss&r ^  dlI* 1 1
/892-4DOM
'  10383 42nd Ave. (892-4366)
BOARD PLUS MEAL CARDS SAME AS CASH.
</i DOMINO’S
Featured Laker Athletes of the Week
QUALITY THE
DOMINO'S PIZZA WAY.
The Taste People Love.
Call Us! For Our Daily Specials________
HMHaMtSr'MHIISMMr T S S W P*4.50 *4.50 *400
m  r£>,\ .
m
m
tm :
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This Week’s Laker athlete of 
the week goes to center Ali 
Fedio. In two games, Fedio 
scored 51 points, 22 rebounds 
and shot 64 percent from the 
field.
X X X X X X X
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m
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Our second Laker athlete of 
the week goes to guard Bart 
Bitner. Bitner scored a career 
high 26 points on 10 for 15 
shooting in a losing cause for 
the Lakers.'At.'im
M .
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\
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Madness starts with a 
10" 2-topping pizzas for 
$450 PLUS get up to 3 
more 10" 2-topping 
pizzas for only $2.00 
each.
IMSMIMlir*8.90
Order 3 10" pizzas with 
your choice of one 
topping on each. 
Additional items 50c 
PER PIZZA.
Tuesday starts with a 
12" 1-topping pizza for 
$6.50. And, for TWO- 
BITS (25c) more, GET 
ANOTHER 12" 1- 
topping pizza.
-T.eJ.F. SHOT*5.00
Thank Goodness For 
Fridays! Domino's 16" 
LARGE CHEESE pizza 
for $5.00. Additional 
toppings $1.00 each.
Wednesday is WACKY 
with a 12" original 
THICK CRUST PIZZA 
with 1 /2  lb. of cheese 
and loaded with 
pepperoni. It's WILD 
when we offer this in 
"PAN" also. 
"SATURPAV-N ITE
SPECIAL*'
*8.00
A.K.A. "Lakers Special", 
NEW SIZE 16" large 
pizza loaded with 
perreroni and TWO 
TIMES THE CHEESE.
vm a w r  IWCI MKT •mmm.*4.50 *4.00 *5.50
s Sundav order u d  10" pizza with up to One 10" PEPPER!This Sunday order up 
TWO 10" CHEESE 
pizzas for $6.00. 
Additional toppings 50c 
EACH PER PIZZA.
TWO TOPPINGS and 
one Coke®.
Valid 11 am - 4 pm 
daily.
e " ONI
pizza and one serving 
of Coca-Cola®.
Valid 12 midnight to 
close daily.
WHEN IT COMES TO PIZZA DELIVERY, DOMINO'S IS SECOND TO NONE FOR 
PRICE, QUALITY, AND SERVICE GUARANTEED! ANYWHERE, ANYPLACE,
ANYTIME YOU HUNGER FOR PIZZA.
